Organized.
Efficient.
Profitable.

Creating harmony between people, business & technology

Accordant:
Leveraging Technology
for Bottom-Line Results
Turn to Accordant for smart
solutions to run a more efficient
and profitable business.
Industry Software Solutions
• Construction
• Real Estate

The key to a more
efficient & profitable office
Every business is doing more with less — running a tight
ship and watching the bottom line closely.
Whether you’re a commercial contractor, residential builder,
or real estate developer/owner, data drives your business.
From simply reviewing project budgets or assessing vacancy
trends to more complex tasks like managing schedule-based
project cash flows, easy access to accurate data can make
all the difference.
Leading companies rely on Accordant for the tools and
support to make technology work harder for them — putting
the information for better decision-making at their fingertips.

• Project Management
• Property Management
• Service Management

Software Consulting
& Customization
• Implementation
• Data Conversion
• Custom Development
& Reporting

Business Process Support
• Business Process
Consulting
• Reconciliation Services
• IT Wellness Check
• Business Intelligence

Product Training
• Sage Authorized
Training Center
• On-site and virtual training
• Annual user conferences
for Accordant clients

Award-winning support from a partner
who knows your industry
Accordant combines hands-on experience with best
business practices and industry-specific technology,
bringing it all together to address your challenges
and improve business profitability.
As experts in the industry’s most respected technologies,
we can create the solution that works best for you — from
implementation and customization through staff training
and ongoing support. We’ll even take an objective look
at your business processes, and recommend improvements
to streamline workflow, reduce redundancies, and free
up staff time.

The right tools for the job
Even the smartest business minds find it difficult to be efficient when dealing with
time-consuming workarounds, ad hoc spreadsheets, or jumping from program
to program to gather data.
Our industry-specific solutions bring together everything you need in one convenient
package, giving you the perfect balance of people, business and technology.
• Accounting

• Project Management

• Document Management

• Service Management

• Estimating

• Property Management

By streamlining management of even the most complex project, Accordant helps
you maximize internal efficiencies — and show measurable hard-dollar returns.

Watch your business thrive with Accordant!
In today’s competitive marketplace, you need every possible edge to
grow your business, manage your costs, and strengthen your bottom line.
Put the power of the industry’s technology leaders to work for you —
visit AccordantCo.com today or call toll-free: 800.363.1002.

Building relationships,
and bottom lines,
since 1984

“We work closely with Accordant to provide the optimal level
of expertise in working with our mutual clients and their software
needs. This unique combination is a success to solving our
client’s needs in the construction industry.”

Though cutting-edge technology
solutions are our focus, when it
comes to customer care you’ll
find Accordant takes a distinctly
old-school approach.

“We have insight into our business that we never had before.
Accordant is a thorough and responsive partner. They have given
us tools that allow us to operate better and more efficiently.”

We believe in providing responsive
service, offering unbiased opinions,
and taking the long view when it
comes to building relationships
based on shared values and
mutual respect.
From software to training, custom
reporting to business process
consulting, turn to the specialists
who know your market and your
business challenges inside and
out — Accordant.

Jerry J. Killian, CPA, CCIFP | Wiss & Company LLP

Jackie Campbell | Turnpike Properties
“Accordant knows the software inside and out, they understand
accounting, and most important – they understand the
construction industry.”
Jean Greenlaw | MBI Group
“I recommend Accordant to others because I firmly believe that
it is not just the software that made our project a success – our
partnership with Accordant makes all the difference.”
Sue Parker | Chadwick Service Company
“We count on Accordant to provide us with proven technology
that gives us a great competitive advantage. Accordant is a
valued business partner – I recommend them unconditionally.”
Rob LoScalzo | TRITEC Real Estate Company, Inc.
“Accordant’s advice and recommendations for using the
software have generated great results for us.”
Frank Schumacher | Heritage Mechanical Services
“Accordant stays on top of developments in construction and
in technology and share that knowledge with us. We wouldn’t
be half the company we are today without the software, solutions,
and advice we receive from Accordant.”
Eric Vogell | Ace Corporation

Recognized among the best
When it comes to helping companies like yours leverage
the strengths of your people, your business processes, and
your technology, nobody does it better than Accordant.
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